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My sons and daughters, the wait is over for I have commanded the enemy to release My people. This is the time
that My faithful ones will arise. Those who have weathered the storms and chose Me as their Source will emerge
from desolate, dark, dry places to a place of prominence and prosperity. No longer will you have to toil and
fight...for that time has come to an end. You have toiled over your finances and worried about your future. You
have even vacillated on moving forward in the dreams and ideas I have strategically downloaded within you. I tell
you, the gate has swung wide open. And now is the time to move forward in opening the business, going back to
school, and even seeing yourself as I created you. Now is the time of great access. Position yourself for elevation
by setting your eyes and heart on Me. Your time of plenty has come.

The assignment has been tedious for many of you. You didn’t think you would make it through. I heard your cries
and pushed back the enemy and raised you up. Look, I have given you this land, but you have to possess it. This
land...land of dreams fulfilled, is what I promised you and your ancestors before you. This is the place where I
expect you to elevate your thinking and maximize your occupation. This is a major, yet serious venture for this
possession isn’t just for you and your household, but for generations to come. I have escorted you to the
threshold and you’ll have to use your eyes of faith to see beyond. See beyond the giants standing before you...the
giants of fear, disappointments, regrets, poverty, lack, and intimidation. See beyond these and move forward.
Though I have given you this land, you have to possess it. Possess this land-your promises-by relying on Me. Again
I say, I am your Source. Take possession and occupy for this is your metron - your sphere of influence.

Elevate your trust in Me-for it must penetrate your deepest doubt. I am doing some unusual things in your
life...unusual miracles performed in unusual ways. Don’t look for Me to move ordinarily, stretch your faith to see
Me bring the impossible to fruition. Can you believe that? What took years to come to pass will now only take
days and, in some cases, mere hours for I am God. Many of you have felt stuck and stagnant for quite some time.
Some months...some even years. Spiritually and naturally, you have been stuck in positions, financial and health
statuses that don’t favor you and aren’t representative of your Kingdom stance. I say no more. In this season, I’m
propelling you to new heights. Ask Me where to go and I’ll tell you; how to accomplish that big dream and I’ll show
you. It is My pleasure to give beautiful and good gifts to My children. This new season you have entered is
comprised of many doors. Some will require you to push open; others require you to pull open. Prepare yourself
to move immediately for these opportunities will not be on the table too long. Rejoice, My children, for this is an
exciting time to be an ambassador of My Kingdom!
Declarations:
•
Thank You, Father, for being my Source and directing me to a place of prominence and prosperity.
•
I have positioned myself for elevation by setting my eyes on My Father.
•
Thank You, Lord, for giving me the land that You promised my ancestors. Today, I take possession of this
land!
•
I expect to experience God’s unusual miracles performed in unusual ways in my life.
•
I stretch my faith to believe in the impossible.
•
I am an ambassador of God’s Kingdom and I rejoice for what’s in store for me!
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